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Abstract

OBJECTIVES

In this article it is exposed an agent-based model for the
commercial value estimation of the Simón Bolívar Park based
on the Travel Cost method which is used to evaluate this type
of property from a traditional approach. A simulation of the
entrance of attendees to the park during a year is generated
taking into account real values of attendee capacity and
mobility and time costs. By the same token as part of the
analysis, two simulations were generated for the same period,
aiming at establishing the variation amount when the
characteristics of the agents interacting with the park under
analysis are constantly changing.



To tackle the problem of estimating environmental
appraisal based on a complexity approach.



To use an agent-based model to estimate Simón
Bolívar Park commercial value based on the travel
cost technique.



To analyze how the value of the Simón Bolívar Park
varies by performing two simulations with term of
one year.

Keywords: Agent-Base Model, Complexity, Environmental
Appraisal, Travel Cost, Mobility Cost, Time Cost.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

INTRODUCTION

This theoretical framework concentrates on the State of the
Art which in turn is categorized in the state of the art in terms
of Agent-Based Models and in strict sense of the problematic
proposed to address, that is, environmental appraisals; and
specifically in the Theoretical Framework.

Nowadays, being able to estimate the commercial value of
different recreational and/or environmental property is not as
common as it is for residential, commercial and even special
ones. This is because the exploration and development of the
different methodologies for each case have arisen unevenly
mainly due to the low demand for these services and secondly
to the complexity of those. Thus, this article presents a sight
from the complexity for the commercial value estimation of
this type of property taking specifically the Simón Bolívar
Park.

a) STATE OF THE ART
The state of the art is divided as mentioned previously in
Agent-Based Models (ABM) where it is calculated an
approximation to ABM and how those have faced problems
similar to the one exposed in this article.


AGENT-BASED MODELS

Today it does not exist a methodology that accurately gives
the value of an environmental place, such as páramos, natural
national parks, metropolitan parks, among others, that is why
it’s been tried to make several theories to develop the topic,
these theories have been advanced both from the classical and
from the complexity.

This paper was developed within the GIGA research group of
the Distrital University in Bogotá Colombia with the
collaboration of the engineering estudents Felix López and
William Duarte. The methodology to estimate the park
commercial value is done just away from a classic and
traditional approach to tackle a new trend that consists in
taking challenges from complexity based on Agent-Based
Models that are based on the evolutionary theories principles
proposed by Campbell, which are: variation, selection and
retention.

Below, there are shown a series of problems as the one
mentioned above that have been suggested in different
countries and how these have been solved through
complexity, all of them implement agent-based models.
To start there is a problem exposed in 2011 by Edward W.
Thommes, Henry Thille, Monica Cojocaru y Dominic
Nelson, they named it in the article “A time-dependent agentbased model of an eco-product market with social interactions
and dynamic game pricing schemes” there is presented an
eco-product market agent-based model from a system design
perspective. The work purpose was to investigate possible
ways for this sort of market to grow and develop, the model
includes an existing static formulation of a differentiated

It started from spatial data regarding 5 Zonal Planning Units
(ZPU) properties surrounding the park under analysis where
the population there and their preferences for the park were
simulated to determine the number of total visitors and their
implications in monetary matters which generates the final
value of the park applying the travel cost method.
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product market and generalizes it to include social
interactions among different consumers. The model analysis
is performed considering different type of consumer
“personality”, in addition, simulations evince different results
of consumer distribution around product space and give and
approaching to the way that current ecological product
demands can be influenced over time.

protocols or architectures that facilitate a better human
decisions modeling in diverse natural systems.
Complementing the previous theme it was found an article
that globally address about making decisions depending on
the gender of the person; this was developed during this year
by Grace B. Villamora and Meine van Noordwijk in the
article titled “Gender specific land-use decisions and
implications for ecosystem services in semi-matrilineal
Sumatra”, in the article it is exposed the gender specificity
according to land-use options an answer ability to agents that
offer investment opportunities related barely known. The
research aim is to compare land-use preferences and decisions
between men and women in a landscape dominated by
agroforestry in Sumatra, Indonesia. The provision of
ecosystem services may be influenced by land-use
preferences according to a specific gender, especially in areas
under conservation agreements. On the other hand, gender
specific limitations and socio-cultural contexts (i.e.
matrilineal societies) are able to influence the flow of
ecosystem services as well as landscape patterns.

On the other hand, Nicholas Magliocca, Virginia McConnell
y Margaret Walls, in 2015 developed in their article
“Exploring sprawl: Results from an economic agent-based
model of land and housing markets)” Land use problem in
cities developed outskirts, in the article it is shown an
economic agent-based model for land use in this cities to
explore the economic essential variables significance in
special patterns of evolution through time. Understanding of
Human development dispersion patterns is important to
design policies in order to mitigate environmental adverse
effects and others of urban "expansion". The model includes
how heterogeneous agents as farmers, owners, house
consumers, and a developer representative buys land and
builds houses. A unique characteristic of this model is that the
house is characterized by variation in both the land area and
the size of the house.

Finally, there is an article that is related to the problem
initially suggested which is environmental appraisals, this
article talks about the payments for environmental services
(PAS) which are a type of economic instruments designed to
give incentives to land users, so that is continues offering an
environmental services (ecological) that benefit society as a
whole, this article was developed in 2011 by Xiaodong
Chena, Frank Lupi, Li An, Ryan Sheely, Andrés Viña and
Jianguo Liu, there it are exposed environmental services
conservation investments, it affirmed that they are
increasingly being implemented through environmental
services payments for the protection and restoration of
ecosystem services around the world. Previous studies have
suggested that social norms have a substantial impact on
human environmental behaviors. However, it is still not
completely understood how social norms are affected by the
design of payment programs for environmental services and
how social norms evolution can affect the efficiency of
investments in conservation.

Moreover leaving behind environmental services issue, there
was found and article called “A framework for modeling
payments for ecosystem services with agent-based models,
Bayesian belief networks and opinion dynamics models” in
this article made by Zhanli Sun y Daniel Müller in 2012, they
develop a model that combines agent-based models with
bayesian belief nets and opinion dynamics models. The
model provides agents the ability to make land use decisions
on the household. The model objectives are to improve the
agent-based models capacity to emulate land use and decision
making, thus to provide a better understanding for potential
impacts of ecosystem services payments, land use and
household livelihoods. The research offers three important
innovations: first the decision making is represented in a
causal directed chart; second the model provides a natural
framework for combining knowledge of experts and
interested parties with quantitative data and third the modular
architecture and software implementation can be customized
with modest efforts.



THEORETICAL FRAMEWOR

Currently, environmental properties are becoming more
important because of the need to preserve them in order to
guarantee future societies a place to live. Not having a
specific valuation methodology in order to understand its
importance, means that these environmental properties are
undervalued and do not have an appropriate treatment
according to their services and implications for society.

As it has been observed along the article, all the problems
previously proposed with their solutions are based on agentbased models, reason why human decisions are taken into
account, with the mentioned thing it was found an article
developed in 2011 by Li An, this is called " Modeling human
decisions in coupled human and natural systems: Review of
agent-based models” there it is said that natural and human
systems reveall diverse complexities such as heterogeneity,
nonlinearity, feedback, and emergence. Humans play a
critical role affecting these systems and give rise to various
environmental consequences that in turn can affect future
human decisions and behavior. In the light of complexity
theory and its natural and human systems application, this
document examines several decision models used in agentbased dynamics simulations, discussing their strengths and
weaknesses, also concludes by advocating more models
based on decision processes development, as well as the

When the issue in strict sense is environmental economic
valuation, it must be kept in mind that the environment is
considered as a public property, since all human beings have
the right to enjoy the benefits provided by natural resources,
to their progress.
Society appreciate four functions that the environment meets;
the first one is the production function, a second function is
the fact of being a residue receiver, another function is to
provide natural assets and the final one is that it constitutes an
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integrated system that provides the measures to support all
kinds of lifetime.

time there is no price, the cost of access is generally exists
since each visitor has to incur some travel costs.

To make the most of environmental functions irrationally and
without sense of belonging has contributed to its worsening,
therefore to people’s life quality. This is how appear the need
to give economic value to this type of properties in order to
warn the population about the monetary implications of
environment degradation.

Thus, It is obtained the demand function of the property to
value by relating the number of visits (demand) with traveling
value (price), analyzing the changes in the excellent
consumer, as there are modifications.
The purpose of this method is to use demand functions to
obtain the consumer surplus who visits a special natural park,
this through an econometric model.

By solving the point above there are different postures; one
of them are egocentric people who consider that nature has no
price, but it does have an intrinsic and inherent value and are
the are anthropocentric ones who believe that as long as
human uses natural resources is responsible to assign a value
to the environment . [6] All those impacts generated against
the environment become into changes in social welfare
represented in costs and the benefits reduction.

The model carried out has variables as the number of trips,
the time used to work, the time of staying in the place, the
time of journey, the entrance, among others. It is precisely the
methodology used in this article.
Besides of direct or indirect methods, there are cost-based
methods, which estimate the value of environmental assets
and services based on avoiding damages costs, costs due to
loss of services or costs for replacing environmental services.

Facing this problem there have been proposed some
methodologies to estimate values, one of those exposes the
significance to determine the use of the property under
valuation, there are three categories for the use; use value,
determined by population after utilizing environmental
resources, option value, which is the value willing to pay to
use the resource in the future, and existence value represented
by users payment availability to preserve and conserve the
environment, as well as it maintenance. Therefore,
environmental property monetary value is represented by the
addition of the three previous values.

Finally, there also exist transferring benefits methods, which
are a tool to assess externalities associated with
environmental policy projects. These involve the data,
models and values found in primary studies.

ODD PROTOCOL
Purpose
Nowadays the environmental component in the world has
been created a very important role since it was exposed the
need to preserve and protect it to ensure a good future for
arriving generations. For this reason and because especially
in Colombia for not going beyond, there is no monetary value
to environmental assets because they are not included in
properties categorized for property tax payment, their value
is not important.

In the same way another proposed methodology explains the
implement of econometric models which are divided into
direct and indirect valuation methods.
Regarding indirect methods, valuation begins from the
observations on the behavior of individuals in observable
conventional markets related to non-marketable property.
These methods are developed as substitutes, finding markets
with failures having in mind that this failures exists because
of individual's preferences. Meaning that if consumers pay a
price for something, that value is the one that represents the
utility for them.

On account to this wrong notion it doesn’t exist a culture that
encourages the preservation, in addition the lack of
consciousness and capitalist thinking. Moreover, with
multipurpose cadastral emergence it is necessary to value all
properties, whether public or private, with or without taxes,
therefore the main questioning is which technique or
methodology is suitable to assign the monetary value
according to the services offered to the society.

Among indirect valuation methods are highlighted; method
of adverse behavior, hedonic price method, travel cost
method and the method of health production function.
With regards to direct methods, this are characterized to value
from creating hypothetic markets, the best known is the
continent valuation.

For this reason, the purpose of the proposed model is to
estimate the monetary amount corresponding to an
environmental place which additionally offers recreation
services, the Simón Bolívar Park located in Bogota city in
Colombia, based on an agent-based modeling and using some
concepts from Travel Cost method, an indirect environmental
valuation methodology, which affirms that the value of a
property is estimated from the costs incurred by people to
visit the place.

Travel Cost:
Travel cost method is applied to economic valuation of
natural areas that satisfy a recreational function. It is the
oldest among those that try to obtain the value of properties
without a market. This technique began in 1949, in the United
States following a request made by the natural parks staff.

Likewise, another purpose is to analyze how the value of the
park fluctuates if the initial conditions of the environment and
families change so that to observe and conclude how sensitive
variables on which families depend are.

This model is based on the variation in the value of access to
a specific recreational environment, although the most of the
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b) Land entity (Simón Bolivar park)

ENTITIES, STATE VARIABLES AND SCALES
The following describes entities, state variables and model
scales:
The entities or individuals part of the present model are only
three, in the first place the families that visit the park,
secondly the houses where they live and thirdly the
geographical space under valuation, that is to say the Simón
Bolívar park, For the roads and the delimitation of the ZPU,
are not taken into account because they are part of base
cartography.

Variable name

Brief Description

Number of attendees

This
state
variable
represents the number of
persons per day that go to
the park

Commercial Value

Indicates the addition of
particular
values
that
contributes each family that
visit the park during the
year in which it will take
place the analysis.

Variables
Table 1. Model Variables
c)

a) Entity: Family

House entity

Variable name

Brief description

Variable name

Brief Descrption

x-coor

This variable indicates the
“X” coordinate of houses
where families will live

y-coor

This variable indicates the
“Y”
of houses where
families will live

Number of members

This
state
variable
represent the number of
family members who goes
to Simón Bolivar park. In
the event that the person do
sports and goes alone it
would be 1, the same in
case the person goes with
friends.

Monthly income

Conveyance

Indicates the total monthly
number of family members
who work and go to the
park

Table 2. State Variables and units
Variable name

kilometers from the family
location to the park

Intention

This random variable is
from 1 to 100, it represents
the family choice for going
or not going to the park, if
its higher than 50 means the
family wants to go to the
park if the number is
different the family won’t
go and will be at work.

Units

Monthly income

Pesos

Conveyance
Distance

Numeric (according the
type)
Kilometers

Number of attendants

Units

Commercial Value

Pesos

Intention

This variable indicates how
many hours the family is
planning to stay in the park,
it’s a random variable that
oscillates from 1 to 3 hours

Units

Number of members

Is the means of transport
used to get to the park, this
can be on foot, o bicycle,
motorcycle, car or public
transport.

Distance

Hours in the park

State variables units

Numeric

Hours expected to spend in
the park

Hours

X coordinate

Meters

Y coordinate

Meters

Scale and Resolution
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Temporary Scale: The model is managed with
hours, it means that every tick corresponds to one
hour, due to time worked variable and staying time
variable will be managed with hours.
Special Scale: The minimum area under analysis
will be the Simón Bolívar Park.
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Temporary Resolution: Temporary resolution will
be 1 year, since we want to calculate the value of the
park represented by the attendance of the visitors
during one year. That is, a total of 8641 ticks
handled.
Spatial Resolution: Spatial resolution will be at
ZPU with a total of 5 ZPU around the park to analyze
the population in this zones. La esmeralda, Quinta
Paredes, Ciudad Salitre oriental, Parque Salite y las
Ferias. )

ABSTRACT
PROCESS
Families

OF

Work

THE

PLANIFICATION

Family
Preferences
(>50%)

transport used by the family which will be a random variable,
they are different costs. Likewise, each family will have a
random number of members. Another item to evaluate is
asking if the park is open or closed and whether or not people
can enter.

They spend money:
Families that are not in the park, will spend the time working
or at home.

AND

Families from other sectors
From time to time from each number of ticks it will appear a
total of 30,000 families coming from other sectors which
causes an emergency.

Decides to
Work

Abailable
Money
(>10%)

Entity: Park
To open the doors:
This entity at certain ticks will open the doors indicating that
the park is in service.

Abailable
Money
(>10%)

To count money and number of visitors:

Open Park

This procedure implies to count the number of members per
family who visits park, in the same way this procedure counts
the value per travel cost of each family to obtain by the end
of the year the total value of the park which is the aim of this
model.

Access to
planned
hours
Park

Execution order

Figure 1. Decision Making

The order in which the different processes will be executed
will be; opening of the park doors and will be validated for
that day what will be the threshold of allowed visitors,
followed to this as already will be initialized some variables
of family entity, like the number of members, monthly
income, means of transportation, likes and available money,
it is proceed to validate the process of visiting the park, where
according to the response, the entity makes a decision.

Note: The term work refers to being at home doing some
work during free time.
The processes of each entity are detailed below.

Entity processes

After this, when the families arrive will be activated the
procedure of counting the money and the number of visitors
in such a way that when the threshold is completed or the day
is finished the doors get closed.

Entity: Family
Families to consult:
In this procedure each tiks consults to a determined number
of families where some information is verified and if it’s
validated is executed the action of visiting the park otherwise
the families are kept working.

In general, once the model is started all the processes of the
different entities begin to interact except the one related to the
cessation of park activities, which are activated according to
the behavior of the other procedures.
The particularity of this model is that all entities are related
between themselves all the time through the different
processes.

They visit the park:
Family members can visit the park according to a random
variable that selects the family and if they have money and at
least 50% of the family wants to go to the park, they agree
and go to the park some hours. Depending on the means of
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to the value that is equally accounted to calculate the total
value of the park.

Model processes
To updated allowed number of visitors:

Once a certain number of ticks is met and represents day's
arrival at 6pm, the interactions have been terminated and the
model lasts about 12 hours until the next day starts at 6am
when the Park opens.

According to a specific number of ticks passed the number of
maximum visitors allowed by the park is updated.

Each representative tick number of the weekends will be
increased 30,000 representatives of other places of Bogota
which will have random values of distances representing trips
from all parts of Bogota.

Programming
This item is understood as the sequence of how the model is
going to operate, then there will be presented the ordered
procedures with which the model works to estimate the
commercial value of the Simón Bolívar Park according to the
number of visitors for the last year.

The variables have different behavior as the time progresses,
which means, according to the time of day and the day of the
week it varies, this is identified below:

To initialize the system: First of all, there are indicate the
initial characteristics with which the model will begin, they
are mostly random variables that oscillate between very close
values to generate the necessary randomness to observe how
the agents or entities interact.

Random that creates the families to which the information
will be validated has the following distribution to take values,
it is clarified that the actual schedule of the park is from 6am
to 6pm from Monday to Sunday, but for reasons of
displacement it has to be validated until 5 in the afternoon
since the travel time must be taken into account:

For the case of the park it is initialized with a random number
of visits for the first day varying between 2500 and 3000.

Table 3. Influx of people

To validate family preferences: Once the system is initialized,
all families will be working, (this term refers to being in their
homes) a random is generated for each tick that has elapsed
representing an hour, in which the families will be created and
the conditions will be validated, in the first measure which
preferences have for that day, in a given case that the
preference is greater than 50% it will choose to go to the park.
To validate the available money of the families: Once the
validation of the preferences is done then the money available
is also validated, for this calculation, it is necessary to taken
into account that a random value that represents the expenses
the person has, will be deducted from the monthly income .
When the available money is validated, it is verified that the
amount of money for that moment is greater than 10%
(money available in relation to the monthly income), so if the
money is really available, a following condition is validated,
in case of no validation the family disappears.

time

Influx
of people

6am-9am
9am-12m
12m-3pm
3pm-5pm

low
medium
high
low

Num. visitors
weekday
weekend
1000
10000
2000
20000
5000
25000
2000
20000

Regarding to the daily number of families during the week, it
will be about 30,000 and on the weekends to those 30,000
another 30.000 will be added from other places.
For the preferences of the families it will be a random that
varies from 0-100 and is validated if the preference is greater
than 50, for the case of the weekends the random varies from
40-100 and is validated with preferences greater than 50.

To validate if the park is open: Once the family has the
interest to go to the park, it is necessary to validate if the park
has the doors open, this is to check if the park has not yet
completed the threshold of daily people and check that it is in
working hours, in case of not validating this information the
family disappears.

The desired weekend hours in the park are between 1-5 and
for the weekdays between 1 and 3.

DESIGN CONCEPTS
Fundamental principles:

To validate the access for the desired hours: Finally, if all of
the above has been validated, it is necessary to validate if the
park is open up to the number of hours that the person wishes
to attend, this is used to calculate the travel cost, specifically
the time cost. In case of not validating this information the
family disappears. As soon as the conditions are verified that
the family is going to the park, this family goes from the place
where they are, to the park.

The theoretical framework or main foundations on which this
ABM is based on is in the environmental valuation and
specifically in the Travel Cost Method which is one of the
approaches used to assign a value to environmental assets,
these approaches are indirect methods, which are used from
the observations made to the individuals based on behavior in
conventional markets, in order to value non-marketable goods
(environmental goods).

To allow the family access to the park: Once the family starts
up for the park and arrives at the park, a count is made of the
people who are entering, that is, the members of each family,
just as the travel cost it’s been Calculated this value is added

Within the indirect approaches as stated above the method of
travel cost exists. This technique began in 1949, following the
request made by the staff of United States natural parks, to
economists, on the issue related to the measurement of the
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monetary benefits of the existence of natural parks or zones.
For this reason the technique of valuation of trip cost, is
applied in natural areas that fulfill a recreational work status
in the function of production of familiar utility.

The criteria they have making the decisions is according to
the distance from where they are located because at a greater
distance, the greater the travel cost which translates into
higher expenses.

the methodology of travel costs of environmental valuation
assumes that the value of a good is given by the sum of the
costs used in the trip of the people who visit the area,
specifically those costs are two, the first is a cost Travel or
transport, and the second is a cost of time, for the case of the
first is calculated depending on the means of transport used
to move to the park and the distance from the location of the
person. For the case of the second variable it is calculated as
the sum of the time spent on the trip from the location to the
park and the time allocated to the time stayed in the park in
relation to the cost of the time for each family member that is
associated with the number of hours and monthly income.
With this data a regression is made in order to estimate the
demand curve of the park and the consumer surplus also to
determine the value of the object under study.

Learning:
The agents in the model do not have a learning process to their
characteristics of adaptation since over time they change their
characteristics, but in a random way what prevents them from
generating a certain form of learning.

Prediction:
As for the prediction the agents used do not explicitly make a
prediction since what is similar to this, are the decisions that
it takes when deciding to go or not to go to the park.

But for this case the same concept of travel cost is used, but
human decisions are modeled based on the characteristics of
the family, without taking into account that part of regressions
and demand curves that often lead to erroneous results for the
assumptions that must be met.

Perception:
The state variables perceived by agents that directly influence
their decisions are the variables from the family agent that
have to do with their stay in the park, the preference of
generating the need to go or not to go to the park, The money
that the families have available at the time since this depends
on the visit to the park and as for the variables of other agents
that it takes and that influence of decisions are the variables
related to the maximum quota of the park since this depends
on that the doors are closed or open to the public, which in
turn this variable depends on the tastes, hours of stay and
other variables of the visitors that influence their presence in
the park.

Emergency:
Model results expected to vary in a complex and
unpredictable manner is the number of families and
specifically of members when they begin to relate to the
environment and begin to change the implicit characteristics
of each family. Another of the emerging scenarios will be the
weekends, since for this environment all the characteristics of
the agents and the maximum capacities of the park change,
therefore there is an uncertainty of how the dynamics of the
families will be in terms of attending the park and how they
will behave when placing 30,000 families from other sectors.

Interaction:
Interaction between the agents is given by the state of the
variables that the agents have, since this depends on many
factors both intrinsic and extrinsic the decision to be able to
go or not to the park, just as the decisions that the agent takes
depends on the interaction that it has with the other agents
family type.

One of the model results that are imposed by the rules is the
number of visitors since there are maximum thresholds per
day of attendance of family members, but what is in
uncertainty is the total value of the park since it is not known
Inasmuch as the travel costs of each family will vary, which
are the ones that finally translate into total value.

Randomness:
The processes that are modeled are mostly both partial and
totally random, since to model human decisions of family
agents must be based on deferential facts for each type of
family, this can be the number of members or even the same
taste of each family, likewise as far as the park agent is
concerned, the maximum attendance thresholds are also given
in a random manner which allows a greater degree of
uncertainty as to what the final value of the good in question
is. Other processes that have been modeled assuming
randomness are those related to the behavior based on the
state variables of the individuals since they change each
determined number of ticks.

Adaptation:
Individuals who in the model are represented as families have
conducive behaviors to adaptation or to success since once a
family is created and validated all the information is directed
towards the park.

Objectives:
The objectives pursued by individuals representing families
are related to get to the place that provides them satisfaction
once the corresponding information is validated.
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The units that will form the society will be virtually 30,000,
since for the weekends it will be 60,000.

Collective:
The model does not have collectivities because it is based on
independent families that have several members within its
structure but these are taken as a whole, which is not a
representation of collectivities or groups.

All local variables are initialized to 0 without exception.

ENTRY DATA
The only data that input the way the model is, is the
cartographic base where the agents interact, and for the case
of the house entity, where the data of the coordinates of the
estates is loaded in each one of the 5 UPZs study.

Observation:
This is one of the most important items because with the
information resulting from interactions of the different
individuals of the model is that the final result of the
commercial value is obtained for the year under study
according to the visits made for that year. The specific data
that are generated and collected are the travel costs of each
family that is generated at the time of making the decision to
go to the park, which are those that are added together to
obtain the final value. It should be noted that these values
depend on the decisions made by each of the families. It also
should be noted that all data originated in terms of the value
of travel costs are used.

SUBMODELLES
Once the state variables of each entity has been initialized, the
procedures are as follows:
Creation of Families:
This procedure will be executed every tick representing each
hour, the selection criteria is showed in the Table 3.
If the tick is between the number 1 and 3 they create a total of
1000 samples as long as it is between the ticks equivalent to
the weekdays, and so on, according to the values in the table.
It is verified from the created families that the family's taste
is more than 50, if it is so, verifies that the available money
corresponds to a minimum of 10% in relation to the salary,
this is done by the operation:

INITIALIZATION
The initial conditions of the model are those that allow us to
start the simulation, in this case for t = 0, we have the
following:
Considering the entity called Family, the number of members
will be a random variable whose values will range from 1 to
5, the monthly income will, likewise, be a random variable
that varies from a minimum wage, that is, $ 689,454 to a
Maximum value of $ 5,000,000. For the transport variable, a
random variable with values between 1 and 5 will be used,
representing, respectively, foot, cycle, motorcycle, private
vehicle and public transport.

PercentageDispo = ((Monthly Income) / (MoneyAvailable))
If so, proceed to validate if the park is open, this is done by
the local variable StatePark and is made equal to "Open", if it
is validated this option validates that the park is open until the
time In which they want to leave the families by means of the
equation validating that it is greater or equal to zero:
Difference = HourstoClose - Park Hours

As for the variable park hours, as soon as the model is
initialized, as it will correspond to a Monday, it has to be a
random variable that varies from 1 hour to 3 hours, for the
case of weekends one has to vary between 1 hour and 5 hours.
For the case of the variable location we have that is a random
variable that varies according to the number of properties
present in the study area.

The local variable HourstoClose is equal to the number of the
tick that elapses minus the number of the tick corresponding
to the hour where the park would close. The distance between
the point where it is located and the park is assigned to the
Distance variable.
To count Money and number of visitors:

The variable distance will be calculated according to the
location where the family is located. For the case of the initial
available money, it will be equal to the value of the monthly
income.

Once the family arrives to the park, it is necessary to register
the visit adding the corresponding number to members of the
local variable called PeopleDay, and PeopleTotall also
proceeds to calculate for each family the cost of the trip like
this:

For the first tastes of the family, it will be initialized with a
random of 1 to 100, for the case of the week a random will be
used of 40 to 100.

For the cost of transport called CostTransport
Table 4. Cost of Transport

Finally for the case of the land entity, it will have a maximum
number of possible attendees for the day between 2,500 and
3,000, for weekends will be between 120,000 and 150,000.
For the variable that represents the sum of the commercial
value of the park, it will initialize in zero since at first no entry
has been registered.

Conveyance
Walking
bicycle
motorcycle
Private vehicle
Public transport
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CostTransport
$500*distance*2
$200*distance*2
$103.174*distance*2
$222.857*distance*2
$2'000*distance*2
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* A motorcycle runs about 20km per liter and a gallon is
approximately 3.78 liters and is worth approximately $ 7800,
which means, in a kilometer a motorcycle consumes 0.0132
gallons of gasoline which indicates that it spends $ 103,174
per kilometer.

To update allowed number of visitors:
Also each determined number of ticks representative each
day, the numbers of visitors allowed in the park are updated,
assigning a random to the variable NumberPeople taking into
account that for weekdays it varies from 2500 to 3000 and for
the weekends it varies Fro

** An automobile travels approximately 35 km per gallon
which indicates that it spends $ 222,857 per kilometer.

m 120,000 to 150,000.

For the cost of time called CostTime is calculated as:

To update the number of families in the park:
Along with all of the above, each number of ticks
representative of each day should be updated with the number
of hours that the families last in the park, assigning to the
variable HoursPark a random number that varies from 1 to 3
during the week and 1 At 5 on the weekends.

Table 5. Cost of Time
Conveyance
Walking
bicycle
motorcycle
Private vehicle
Public transport

TimeEmployee(hours)*=
$5*distance*2
$25*distance*2
$50*distance*2
$50*distance*2
$40*distance*2

Finally it is necessary that when a total of representative ticks
is completed after one year the model ends.

EXPERIMENT
a)

* It turns out of solve the formula v = d / t, multiplied by two
because it is back and forth

DATA:

The data used in the modeling of the simulation performed
for the estimation of the value of the Simón Bolivar Park
were, first of all, the coordinates of the centroids of the sites
located in the 5 UPZs of study, this information was extracted
from the Database of The IDECA platform, in addition to this,
related data of average values per gallon of gasoline and
average values of speeds were used for a person on foot, in
cycling, on motorcycle, in car and in public transport.
Likewise, IDRD's own park data were used, related to the
maximum number of daily attendees and the park area.

CostTime = (UsedTime + HoursPark) * (Monthly Entry /
Working Hours)
Finally, we have that the travel cost will be equal to the sum
of the CostTime plus the CostTransport and these values are
added by family in the variable CommercialValu.
To open the doors:
This procedure is simple only validates the time to open the
park which will be the equivalent number of ticks
corresponding to 6 in the morning of every day, if true the
equality is assigned to the variable StatePark = "Open".

b)

PROBLEM:

The problem that was proposed to solve is to be able to give
an economic estimate to a recreational environmental good,
since as was said at the beginning of this article, there are no
methodologies that effectively estimate the commercial or
monetary value of the park, The problem was addressed from
the complexity, which until now has not been explored much.

To close the Doors:
This procedure is very simple, it is to assign the value of
"Closed" when validating any of two conditions, the first is
that the number of ticks as in the previous case corresponds
to a certain number, But in this case it is 5 o'clock (this
happens because an hour is left for people who want to spend
time in the park but since a distance has to be moved it would
not reach so that it could stay for at least one hour) the
afternoon. The second case, but in this case the variable
InsidePark should be assigned "No" when the threshold of
people is passed.

c)

SPACE FRAME:

The space frame used was a total of 5 UPZs excluding UPZ
where the park is located, these were, the emerald, Quinta
Paredes, Salitre Oriental, Salitre Park, Las Ferias.
a) TEMPORARY FRAMEWORK:
The time frame was a simulation that represented the
monetary value of the park acquired for a total of one year,
taking as unit of time the time.

New Families:
This procedure is that each set of ticks representative to
weekends, will reach new families from other places, these
are 30,000.

b) RESULTS:
Once the simulation was performed for a time equivalent to
one year, results were obtained that are worth analyzing; In
terms of the number of people who attended, there is a total
of 15'215.753, this indicates that if families have an average
of 3 people, they attended a total of 5'071,917 families. This
indicates that on a monthly average, 422,660 families entered,
that is, 1'268,146 people and on average 42,271 people

To update the preferences of families:
Also each determined number of ticks representative to each
day, the preferences of families are updated taking into
account that is a random number assigned to the variable
"Intentionality". That number varies for the weekdays from 1
to 100 and for the weekends varies From 40 to 100.
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entered daily, something that if seen at first seems to have no
meaning since on daily average with the conditions given in
the simulation would enter Only 10,000 people, but it must
be taken into account that on the weekends about 85,000
people enter, which makes the figures compensate.

that this value is not representative in monetary matters since
having a square meter value of $ 130,000 is being said that
the park really is worth absolutely nothing compared to the
square meter value at least for Bogota which in average places
is $ 1'000.000 a $ 2'000,000, which indicates that if the park
were to be sold, an investor would buy it immediately since
the utility that would generate would be immense.
In order to obtain a better value, a valuation of the potential
or residual development approach should be developed based
on the assumption that there is nothing on the site and that
there is only one non-urbanized development land.
When analyzing the graph of transport costs and time, it is
observed that the cost of time is relatively higher than the cost
of transportation by approximately 50%, which indicates that
the greatest weight is the cost of time spent by people Both in
the permanence of the park and in the movement to it.

Figure 2. Attendees per hour

In a monetary value which was the primary objective of the
present study, it was found that the park in monetary matters
is worth $147,304,528,386,439, or 147 billion. To be able to
analyze this value better, it is convenient to convert it to value
per hectare and to value per square meter, where you get $
1,303,579,897 and $ 130,357,989 respectively.
Table 5. Simon Bolivar Park value
In Pesos

Figure 4. Time and transportation cost behavior

Total value

Hectare value

Square meter value

1,47305E+83

1,30E+25

130.358

Total value

Hectare value

Square meter value

147304,5284

1303,579897

0,130357989

When analyzing the number of families moving in different
ways of transportation, it is found that all follow a very
similar trend since this decision is generated in a random
manner which makes all ways of transportation have the same
probability of occurrence.

In Millions

In Thousand Millions
Total value

Hectare value

Square meter value

147,30453

1,303598972

1,303579897

Figure 5. Attendees behavior

Finally, when a second simulation is performed for the same
period of time, the difference in terms of attendees is around
11,000 people, which indicates that the number of people
represents a decrease in the price of the park at $ 777,569,600,
Where it is concluded that each person would set aside a total
of $ 7,040 which has some resemblance to reality.

Figure 3. Value Simon Bolivar park

Speaking of 147 billion it would be possible that this value is
too high and that would really represent the value of the park
for its environmental characteristics, but when you analyze
the value per hectare or better still per square meter you get
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Table 6. Results per simulations
Item
Total Attendees
Total Value

First Simulation
15215753
$147.304.258.386

Second Simulation
15204736
$146.527.958

Differenece
11017
$777.569.600

Square meter value

$130.358

$129.671

$687

Finally, it would be advisable to have more data regarding the
destinations from the visitors that attend the park in order to
calculate in a better way the cost of travel made by each of
them.

CONCLUSIONS






Methodology used must be considered since the
results are not likely to reflect the real monetary
value of the park, although this depends from the
point of view from which this is observed, since it is
analyzed from the materialist and capitalist point of
view. What matters most is to build and densify the
city, the park does not represent a significant value,
but on the contrary if you look from an
environmental point of view, the park has a gigantic
value. Hence, although the methodology employed
helps to make an important analysis of value, it is
probably not reflecting the real value from a noncapitalist point of view.
When analyzing the graph showing the sum of the
commercial value of the park during the year, it is
observed that it is very linear and does not tend to
converge to a certain point, this is due to the
methodology used, which implies that, the greater
the number of years of simulation the greater the
commercial value accumulated, so if it will be
simulated for a few more years, the model would
yield an approximate value of the park, but the
drawback is that it is not known exactly how long it
would be, but What is certain is that it will be a
representative time for at least the value per square
meter to be equal to or greater than the values
presented by the real estate dynamics in Bogota.
When performing a second simulation, in order to
meet one of the objectives of this article, it was
found that the difference in the commercial value of
the park in the two simulation is quite significant
indicating slight changes in behavior. Behavior and
decisions in people as well as or in families are quite
representative and perceptible with the passage of
time.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
One of the main recommendations for the model carried out
is to analyze how the formula or the valuation methodology
could change so that the final values obtained are more
similar to the reality of the value of the park.
Likewise, more analysis should be made of the behavior of
people and the decisions they make, through surveys or other
methodologies for acquiring information, as well as having
more accurately data related to the capacity of assistants of
the par and the total values of daily and monthly attendants so
as to be able to have a number more in line with reality in
order to carry out the simulation.
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